
AFFILIATED COMPANIES

Established in 1956,  
Armenia Coffee Corporation has 

solidified its reputation in the 
industry as one of the premier 

green coffee importers. Armenia 
takes pride in its ability to connect 
producers and exporters of green, 
soluble, and decaffeinated coffees 
with roasters all around the world.

armeniacoffee.com

As a private label coffee roaster,  
Regal makes it their goal to 

deliver the best roasted coffee to 
their clients. By leveraging their 
coffee expertise, they work with 

you to develop a signature blend 
that sets you apart. Their services 

include roasting, blending, 
processing, and packaging coffee.

regalcommodities.com

Bloom Fibers is a materials 
innovation company on a mission 

to fix a giant waste problem 
plaguing the coffee supply 

chain by giving coffee waste a 
second life. We make it easier 

for companies and individuals to 
reduce their carbon footprints  

one bean at a time. 

bloomfibers.com

20F Commerce Way  |  Totowa, NJ 07512  |  (973)-987-8797
sales@jjmpackage.com  |  jjmpackage.com

JJM Mission Statement
The evolution of the manufacturing process is what drives our organization.  We do not sell a 

physical product; our team; our process, is our product.  Our operation is built to adapt and react 
to the challenges and opportunities that we are presented with on a daily basis.  It is the reaction 
of each component of our organization to view every hurdle as an opportunity that promotes the 

efficient, adaptable manufacturing engine that JJM has become.

CONTRACT PACKAGING
AND INNOVATION

WE OFFER A
COMPLETE 

TURNKEY 
SOLUTION.

At JJM we are true packaging pros. 
We pride ourselves on being your one-stop-shop 

for high quality retail and sample packaging, 
specializing in flexible pouches, sachets,  

stick packs, and K-Cups.



Formulate Source

Blend Package

SECONDARY PACKAGING SERVICES
The best secondary packaging will ensure your 
products are safely handled and transported and 
presented professionally for the end customer.

BRANDING AND DISPLAY
Packaging presentation plays a key role in your 
product marketing strategy, especially for products 
headed for display shelves. We will work with you 
to design eye-catching secondary packaging that 
represents your brand.

LOGISTICS
Grouping products together in secondary packaging 
makes handling, transport, and storage much 
simpler. Our secondary packaging can contain 
relatively large volumes of primary packaged 
products and transport the products to their final 
destination safely in their original condition.

PRIMARY PACKAGING SERVICES
JJM streamlines the packaging process with 
our design, contract packaging and assembly 
capabilities.  

• Powder Blending
• Contract Packaging
• Raw Material Sourcing
• Packaging Prototyping and Innovation
• Branding and Packaging DesignsArmenia Coffee Corporation has 65 years of experience  

and lends its capability for the purposes of 
procuring JJM’s raw materials when needed.

QUALITY ASSURANCE

We have the ability to inspect for  
contaminants with accuracy. 

JJM Packaging’s system utilizes an x-ray detection system 
to determine the possible presence of contaminants. 

We also use a systematic process to determine whether  
your product meets all the specified requirements.  
This prevents mistakes and defects in manufactured  
products and avoids problems when delivering products. 

WE ARE PLEASED TO BE CERTIFIED.

BLENDING

JJM Packaging has 20,000 KG of daily blending. 
 
We can blend and pack under the same roof and in some cases 
the same blending unit is what feeds the packaging machine 
– no need for multiple handling of the product. The capability of 
our blending systems allow us to streamline and limit the number 
of manufacturing operations required to go from raw material to 
finish product.

JJM Packaging LLC offers a turnkey solution.

FORMULATING

We have the knowledge, experience, 
and capability to optimize formulation 
not only for taste and functionality but, 
also manufacturability.

MATERIAL SOURCING

JJM sources materials and raw ingredients  
that you can feel good about.

Our dedicated team members are experts at procuring the 
ingredients and materials needed to both create and package  
your product in accordance with strict commercial regulations.  
We welcome the challenge of finding new sources to meet  
unique material standards. There’s hardly anything that hasn’t  
been thrown our way!

Specializing in flexible package forming and powder filling, JJM is 
on the cutting-edge of the packaging industry. Simply put, we are 
passionate about packaging. 

We’re dedicated to providing you with a full-service packaging 
solution that exceeds your expectations, from our new product 
formulation capabilities, and state-of-the-art processing equipment 
to extensive product knowledge, and commitment to responsible 
manufacturing.

WHAT WE OFFER

After spending time learning about your product, we begin the 
process of researching and contacting suppliers to find exactly 
what you need. 

While we like to think of ourselves as experts, we know  
that nothing is ever perfect on the first try.  Our process is 
engineered to encourage formulations, reformulations and 
products adjustments until our clients are 100% happy with  
their product.

V-Blender

Paddle Blender




